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During the last decades, a growing body of research on musical pleasure has shed light on indi-
vidual differences and mechanisms underlying music reward sensitivity. Music training has been 
identified as a factor able to affect the rewarding experience associated with music, although in the 
existing literature, evidence on children is scarce. The current study focused on the effects of mu-
sic training and individual musical engagement on sensitivity to music reward in preadolescence. 
One hundred and forty-two students (aged 10-14 years) at three different Italian music middle 
schools were tested three times over a period of one year and a half. Eighty two children belonged 
to a music curriculum within the school and 60 belonged to a standard curriculum. The Barcelona 
Music Reward Questionnaire (BMRQ), a multi-dimensional assessment tool to measure music re-
ward sensitivity, was used, and pre-existing differences in music sophistication were controlled for. 
Moreover, in addition to the between-group comparison, highlighting the formal music training 
variable, the actual amount of musical activities and engagement both in and out of school was 
also taken into account. Several positive effects in terms of music social reward were found for 
students with a high level of musical engagement. Also, results showed a main effect of gender, 
with girls showing higher scores than boys in total BMRQ score and in several subdomains. Taken 
together, these data provide new evidence for the special role played by collective musical activi-
ties and suggest that music training may be able to promote social connection in preadolescence.
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Music is one of the greatest human pleasures (Vuust & Kringelbach, 

2010; Zatorre, 2015). It has accompanied human beings since ancient 

times and from childhood throughout their lifespan, providing people 

with an assortment of possibilities to feel joy and fulfillment in everyday 

life (Brattico et al., 2013; Brattico & Pearce, 2013; Juslin, 2016; North 

& Hargreaves, 2004). The rewarding experience associated with 

music ranges from individual listening to music or playing a musical 

instrument (e.g., Mas-Herrero et al., 2012), to all the opportunities for 

social gathering such as dancing, attending a concert, or singing in a 

choir and/or playing in a group (Cross, 2001; Koelsch, 2014).

Thanks to its intrinsic power to induce emotions and aesthetic 

judgments in people, notably, enjoyment and liking, music has often 

been associated with enhanced mood, cognitive abilities, happiness, 

and quality of life (Brattico & Varankaitė, 2019; Daykin et al., 2018; 

Matarrelli et al., 2023) in both healthy and pathological populations 

(DeNora, 2016). This explains why people use music to regulate their 

mood and why music listening is one of their most common activities 

(Cook et al., 2019; Huron, 2008; Reybrouck et al., 2021). Furthermore, 

music is able to promote emotions of social connection, particularly 

interpersonal trust and bonding (Koelsch, 2014; 2020; Moss et al., 2018), 

leading some authors to argue that the social dimension of music is the 

prime reason why we find music enjoyable (Nummenmaa et al., 2021).

In sum, music reward is a heterogeneous and multifaceted 

construct, largely varying among individuals. The Barcelona Music 

Reward Questionnaire (BMRQ; Mas-Herrero et al., 2012) is a tool 

designed to measure individual sensitivity to music reward and all 

its forms. It assesses individuals’ musical reward sensitivity through 

five subscales, determining the global BMRQ score: musical seeking, 

emotion evocation, mood regulation, sensory-motor behavior, and 

social reward. In the last decade, the introduction of the BMRQ 

significantly contributed to promoting interest and empirical 

investigations on individual differences and mechanisms underlying 
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musical reward sensitivity. This tool provides a fine-grained description 

of reward sensitivity, ranging from individuals presenting high reward 

sensitivity values to others showing an inability to experience pleasure, 

a phenomenon known as musical anhedonia (Zatorre, 2015). 

Studies employing BMRQ have revealed that music reward 

sensitivity is associated with several psychological variables, such as 

empathy, age, personality traits, and gender (Carraturo et al., 2022; 

Fuentes-Sánchez et al., 2021; Mas-Herrero et al., 2012; Wang et al., 

2021) as well as with physiological (skin conductance) and neural 

(mainly dopaminergic mesolimbic reward system) outcomes (see e.g., 

Martínez-Molina et al., 2016; Mas-Herrero et al., 2014).  

In addition, a consistent body of research suggests that the large 

interindividual variability observed in musical reward sensitivity 

may be associated with music training. Music training is connected 

to several cognitive, emotional, and social functions (Biasutti & 

Mangiacotti, 2021; D’Ausilio et al., 2015; Miendlarzewska & Trost, 

2014; Yurgil et al., 2020). For example, musical expertise has been 

shown to enhance emotion recognition accuracy (Castro & Lima, 

2014; Virtala & Tervaniemi, 2017) and even musical preference and 

its related brain correlates (Brattico et al., 2016). Gold et al. (2013) 

suggested that the level of music training is linked to pleasurable 

experience when listening to music. This might be ascribed to listening 

style in musicians and to the involvement of the musically activated 

reward system, also implicated in reinforcement learning (Salimpoor 

et al., 2015; Zatorre & Salimpoor, 2013). 

Higher musical expertise is also related to enhanced reward 

responses to music (Chabin et al., 2020), and higher connectivity of 

the cerebral regions involved in the experience of pleasure and reward 

(Alluri et al., 2015; Brattico et al., 2016). Consistently, this tendency 

is reflected in higher BMRQ total scores observed in musicians 

compared to non-musicians (Hernández et al., 2019; Mas-Herrero et 

al., 2012; Fuentes-Sánchez et al., 2021). 

However, the role of music training on musical reward sensitivity 

in childhood and adolescence is underrepresented in existing research. 

Mas-Herrero et al. (2012) and Belfi et al. (2022) suggested that musical 

reward sensitivity declines with age, although their studies did not 

include children. In a developmental study, Carraturo et al. (2022) 

found that children’s musical abilities were not significantly associated 

with BMRQ scores. However, in this latter study musical abilities were 

measured with the MET (Musical Ear Test; Wallentin et al., 2010) and 

MiniMET (Musical Ear Test for children; Derdau Sørensen, 2020), 

which are both musical working memory tests not taking into account 

participants’ amount of music training. 
Other studies hypothesized that the rewarding aspect of music 

training would be tied to enhanced auditory skills in children and 

adolescents, although without providing empirical evidence (Kraus 

et al., 2014; Kraus & White-Schwoch, 2015; Tierney et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, some authors have argued that the interaction of music 

training and reward may be at its peak during late childhood and 

adolescence, when brain structures and mechanisms associated with 

motivation are developing rapidly (Penhune, 2020; Fasano, Cabral et 

al., 2023). 

Research investigating music listening among teenagers and 

preadolescents show that the search for a way to deal with emotions is 

strongly correlated with music listening for teenagers (Hargreaves et al., 

2015; McFerran, 2019; Thomas, 2016). Moreover, reward activities like 

music listening play a significant role in emotional regulation, having 

the potential to elicit strong emotional responses from listeners (Juslin 

& Laukka, 2003; Juslin & Sloboda, 2001; Miranda & Claes, 2008). 

In a recent study by Fasano, Cabral et al. (2023) with preadolescents, 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during music listening 

was used together with the BMRQ to measure individual musical reward 

sensitivity. Results showed the recruitment of the orbitofrontal cortex, 

involved in hedonic processing in the early adolescent brain cortex during 

music listening, supporting the view of using music listening as a coping 

strategy for emotion regulation in preadolescence. Other studies have also 

shown the beneficial effects of music exposure in children and adolescents 

(Agarwal et al., 2022; Kim & Stegemann, 2016; Morinville et al., 2013). 

Adolescence is a delicate phase of life characterized by an increment 

of reward-seeking behaviors (Arnett, 1991; Vuust et al., 2010), which 

may lead to the increase of risky behaviors due to the strong need to 

be accepted by peers and the increase in social reward (Ambrosia et 

al., 2018; Foulkes & Blakemore, 2016). In this sense, it is worth noting 

that music is a determinant of socialization and integration with peers, 

with implications for solving developmental goals and psychosocial 

functioning (Dys et al., 2017; Lamont & Hargreaves, 2019; Miranda, 

2019). For instance, studies on adolescents reported that this age 

group develops a strong connection with music and clear musical 

preferences that serve as an identifier and a way to share their values 

and personality with others (Franken et al., 2017). 

Similarly, analogies in music preferences have been found in early 

adolescent mutual friendships (Selfhout et al., 2009). In this perspective, 

considering the vulnerability of this transition period of life, the impact 

of music training on the brain reward network (Fasano, Cabral et al., 

2023) may have potential important implications for music as a tool 

to support fulfilling the psychosocial tasks required in this delicate 

window of development. Specifically, preadolescence can be considered a 

sensitive period for prevention of risky behaviors, as it is a pivotal stage 

characterized by crucial needs to be satisfied in order to optimally prepare 

for adolescence and adulthood (Fasano, Cabral et al., 2023; Moore & 

Theokas, 2008).

To date, no study investigating the effect of curricular musical 

training on reward sensitivity in preadolescence has been conducted. 

As for adult populations, studies have indicated an effect of gender 

on rewarding experiences associated with music. For example, in a 

study by Fuentes-Sánchez (2021), women rated unpleasant excerpts 

with higher energy and fear scores compared to men whereas men 

rated the same excerpts with higher values for valence, happiness, 

and tenderness, as well as rated neutral excerpts with higher values of 

happiness and tenderness than women. Wang et al. (2021) found that 

female participants scored higher than male participants on the BMRQ 

subscales of emotional evocation, mood regulation, sensory-motor 

and social reward, while there was no significant gender difference 

between scores for musical seeking. 
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This is in line with the findings reported by Mas-Herrero et al. (2012) 

suggesting that women showed more intense emotional reactions to 

music than men, and that women used music more frequently than 

men to control their emotions. Also, women were found to listen to 

music to a higher degree than men and to be more socially rewarded 

(Derdau Sørensen, 2020). In sum, these results suggest that, in the 

adult population, women are likely to be more responsive to musical 

reward and its subdomains than men, whereas no evidence has been 

presented for the preadolescent population. 

THE CURRENT STUDY

The current study aimed to investigate the role of music training on 

music reward in preadolescents (10-14 years-old). Moreover, it was 

part of our “MiddleMusic” project, which was launched with the 

goal of gathering observational data over the years on performative, 

emotional, and cognitive abilities as well as self-efficacy and overall 

quality of life of students enrolled in Italian music middle schools. The 

“MiddleMusic” project is still ongoing and longitudinal data will be 

collected from the same children over the coming years (initial find-

ings are published in Lippolis et al., 2022).

Italian musical middle schools were created in the seventies but 

started to be officially regulated by law in 2000. These schools offer the 

possibility to study a musical instrument for free and are, therefore, 

able to reach children of all social classes and constitute a precious re-

source for the community. Within them, students can choose whether 

to apply for the music curriculum (MC) or the standard curriculum 

(SC). Students of both curricula follow the same lessons in the morn-

ing according to the national plan for lower secondary schools. In 

addition, the MC students attend musical instrument, theory, and 

ensemble music or orchestra afternoon lessons. 

Access to the musical curriculum takes place through previous 

aptitude exams aimed at investigating general musical predispositions, 

such as rhythmic, melodic, and pitch recognition tests. Furthermore, in 

music middle schools, like in all Italian schools, in the afternoon, sev-

eral extra-curricular activities are organized for all students within the 

National Operational Plan of the Italian Ministry of Education (PON). 

The PON is funded by the European Social Fund and the European 

Regional Development Fund and includes courses for strengthening 

basic school subjects, foreign language courses, computer labs, sports, 

artistic programs etc. (for more details, see Lippolis et al., 2022). 

The scientific evidence on music training carried out as a curricu-

lar activity is scarce. Most research has focused on music training as a 

leisure activity and found effects on intrinsic motivational engagement 

in music and academic achievement (Guo et al., 2022; Metsäpelto & 

Pulkkinen, 2012; Pitts, 2007). One might wonder whether curricular 

training is also strongly related to motivation. 

In the BMRQ, the motivational facet of music reward is represented 

by the musical seeking subscale. Mas-Herrero et al. (2012) define the 

BMRQ musical seeking as pursuing, sharing, and seeking information 

regarding specific music pieces, composers, performers, or other infor-

mation related to music; an interest in ‘‘knowing about music’’ that can 

be reflected in many situations and everyday activities, for example, 

attending live concerts, spending money on music-related items, talk-

ing about one’s favorite music, seeking formal knowledge about music 

(e.g., classes or conferences), trying to learn to play an instrument, or 

simply increasing the amount of time devoted to music listening. It is 

plausible to think that those who study music, whether as a recreational 

or curricular activity, are driven by curiosity to learn more about it.  
Music middle schools offer a stimulating and dynamic learning envi-

ronment to preadolescents, as well as numerous opportunities for sharing 

music and socializing through concerts, school plays, and musical com-

petitions throughout the school year. Indeed, music training constitutes 

one of the greatest opportunities for socialization (Koelsch, 2014; Savage, 

2021). Instrumental group practice implies a form of nonverbal commu-

nication, and thus constitutes a prototype of social interaction where the 

ensemble aims to convey musical meaning to a listener through continu-

ous predictions and adaptive processes to satisfy the real-time require-

ments of interpersonal coordination (D’Ausilio et al., 2015). 

Therefore, it is not surprising that several studies show a positive 

correlation between music training and prosocial skills in children, 

indicating music-related activity as an adaptive behavior able to fos-

ter social cohesion, empathy, cooperation, and a prosocial orienta-

tion (Alemán et al. 2017; Fasano et al. 2019; Holochwost et al. 2017; 

Rabinowitch et al., 2013; Rabinowitch & Meltzoff, 2017; Schellenberg 

et al., 2015). Besides, in recent years, the aspect of social and emotional 

sharing of music has been considered as an important, aesthetically 

rewarding function in humans that may be what makes music so uni-

versal and attractive (Nummenmaa et al., 2021; Reybrouck & Brattico, 

2022; Reybrouck et al., 2018; Sachs et al., 2016).

Research Questions and 
Hypotheses
The present study has a quasi-experimental research design, where 

data were collected three times over a total period of one year and 

a half. According to the previous literature showing the powerful 

impact of music on teenage development, what we expected to find 

was a statistically significant difference between musically trained 

and untrained preadolescents in the BMRQ scores generally and, 

specifically, results in favor of MC students due to the selection through 

aptitude tests that children undergo to be enrolled in the MC. Moreover, 

we expected only some of the BMRQ subscales to be affected by music 

training. Particularly, we hypothesized a positive relationship between 

training and the social and motivational facets of music reward (the 

social reward and the musical seeking BMRQ subscales). 

In the study by Fuentes-Sánchez et al. (2021) comparing trained 

adult musicians with at least 3 years of training with non-musicians, 

individual differences were found on the perception of emotions 

in music using the BMRQ. No statistically significant changes were 

detected between formally-trained musicians and non-musicians in 

emotion evocation, while statistically significant effects were found for 

musical seeking and social reward. Similarly, we expected MC students 

to score higher than SC students in these two subdomains. In addition 
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to group differences, we also expected a stronger growth in music 

reward sensitivity after 5 and 18 months for the MC students. 

However, some SC students may be engaged in musical activities 

outside of school. Moreover, variability among music courses exists 

due to the difference in musical instruments, programs, teachers, and 

commitment required (Reybrouck et al., 2021; Tervaniemi, 2009). 

We then also took into account the actual amount of individual and 

collective music engagement carried out by the students in and out of 

school besides the curriculum variable (which mainly describes the 

formal training conducted at school). The aim was to see concretely 

how committed they were to music regardless of their school 

curriculum or the music course attended. 

Some previous studies reporting the effects of music training on 

different types of populations had already used actual hours of training 

as independent variable (e.g., Bergman Nutley et al., 2014; Gordon 

et al., 2015; Slater et al., 2015; Wesseldijk et al., 2021). Moreover, a 

study by Brattico’s team (Fasano et al., 2021) closely followed the 

learning process in pianists by means of a questionnaire and showed 

a statistically significant relation between engagement with studying a 

musical piece by D. Scarlatti in a 4-week period and the post-learning 

brain changes in frontostriatal regions. Hence, in the current study, we 

hypothesized a difference between those with a high and low level of 

musical engagement over time. This latter hypothesis would not be a 

definite proof yet of the positive effects of music training, as factors 

like predisposition to music reward should be considered. However, it 

could result in a concrete hypothesis that might then be answered with 

further longitudinal studies in the future. 

Regarding gender, we expected to find significant differences in 

overall music reward and subdomains in favor of girls, consistent with 

previous literature. Finally, as the BMRQ is not a validated tool for 

preadolescents, we hypothesized that this measurement instrument 

applied to preadolescents would be comparable to the original version. 

METHODS

Participants

The original sample included 337 preadolescents (range = 10-14 years; 

Mage = 12.3; SD = 0.94; 157 girls and 180 boys) selected from 21 classes 

of three music-focused middle schools in the Bari area (Puglia, Italy): 

De Amicis-Dizonno (Triggiano, suburban community), Alighieri-

Tanzi (Mola di Bari, suburban community), and Massari-Galilei (Bari, 

city center) in three very different socioeconomic areas. Italian middle 

schools consist of three grades following the fifth grade of primary school, 

hence, the children are around 11-13 years old. Children belonged either 

to the MC (n = 194) or to the SC (n = 130). All participants agreed to 

participate in the study on a voluntary basis, and a consent form signed 

by their parents was obtained for each participant. Anonymity was 

assured through the creation of codes for each participant. The research 

procedure was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department 

of Education, Psychology and Communication of the University of Bari 

“Aldo Moro” (reference: ET-21-15). 

The MC children were compared with their SC schoolmates. As 

previously explained, MC children are enrolled based on aptitude 

assessments regarding imitation and perception of rhythm, melody, 

and pitch, and for this reason, we have statistically accounted for 

individual differences in musicality. The two groups of students 

with higher or lower level of actual musical engagement were also 

compared. Indeed, children may carry out individual and/or group 

music activities regardless of whether they are enrolled in the music 

curriculum in middle school. Alternatively, it is possible that not all 

MC students are engaged in music to the same extent.

As 3rd grade students left middle school in 2022 to enter high school 

and could no longer be tested, our final sample for the longitudinal 

analysis consisted of 142 students. Of these 142 children, 74 (52.1%) 

were boys and 68 (47.9%) were girls belonging to MC (n = 82) or SC (n 

= 60). Descriptives for both groups are reported in Table 1A. 

The age of the participants ranged between 10 and 14 years. In the 

final sample, only six students presented diagnoses of mild cognitive 

disabilities or learning impairments (3 of them were MC and 3 were 

SC). However, their scores appear to be similar to those obtained by 

the rest of the participants. Children in the SC were exposed to general 

music lessons 2 hours/week with no additional afternoon lessons. 

Group Time n M (SD)
Age MC 1 82 11.72 (0.64)
  2 82 12.13 (0.56)
  3 82 13.11 (0.65)
 SC 1 60 11.54 (0.57)
  2 60 11.94 (0.56)
  3 60 12.90 (0.63)

TABLE 1A.  
Descriptives for Groups Over Time

Note. Time 1 = December 2021; Time 2 = May 2022; Time 3 = April- June, 2023. 

MC = music curriculum; SC = standard curriculum.

Group CCM Time  n
MC Low 1 27

   2 29
   3 12
  High 1 50
   2 48
   3 68
 SC Low 1 50
   2 43
   3 48
  High 1 8
   2 16
   3 10

TABLE 1B.  
Descriptives for Groups Crossed With Concurrent Musical 
Activities Levels Over Time

Note. Time 1 = December 2021; Time 2 = May 2022; Time 3 = April- June, 2023. 

MC = music curriculum; SC = standard curriculum; CCM = concurrent musical 

activities.
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Children in the MC followed the same classes plus additional 2 hours 

in 1st grades and 3 hours in 2nd and 3rd grades. The main musical 

activities consisted of 1 hour of individual instrument lessons and/

or in small groups, 1 hour of collective lessons of music theory and 

music reading, and 1 hour of group music lessons (orchestra and 

instrumental ensemble).

Materials
Participants were asked to complete a demographic questionnaire (i.e., 

age, gender, language spoken).

Individual sensitivity to musical reward was assessed using the 

BMRQ (Mas-Herrero et al., 2012) in its Italian version previously 

employed by Carraturo et al. (2022). The BMRQ questionnaire 

includes five subscales: musical seeking, mood regulation, emotion 

evocation, sensory-motor, and social reward. Each subscale presents 

fours items for a total of 20 items. The subscale of musical seeking 

describes a desire to "know about music" and engage in regular musical 

activities (e.g., attending live concerts, spending money on music-

related items, seeking information associated with the music they 

listen to). The emotional effect that music has on the listener is assessed 

by the subscale of emotion evocation. The capacity of the listener to 

utilize music to modify their emotions is assessed by the mood 

regulation subscale. The social reward subscale is connected to how 

music affects both people and communities in terms of cohesiveness. 

Finally, the ability of music to elicit basic or complicated motions, such 

as toe-tapping or dancing, is assessed by the subscale of sensory-motor 

behavior. 

Ratings are provided on a 5-point Likert-type scale (totally 

disagree—absolutely agree). A numerical value acquired after 

completing the survey is used to quantify the importance of each 

aspect to the overall music reward experience. Additionally, a score 

for general musical sensitivity is calculated as the weighted average of 

participant scores (i.e., factor score). Both for the global sensitivity to 

music reward and the subscales, the mean value is 50 and the SD is 

10. Therefore, the range of standard values is between 40 and 60. Sum 

scores below 40 represent low levels, while those above 60 represent 

high levels for a particular facet (see http://brainvitge.org/). 

In order to assess music sophistication and background and to 

investigate whether this is associated with music reward sensitivity 

(Gold, Mas-Herrero et al., 2019; Gold, Pearce et al., 2019b; Vuvan et al., 

2020) participants also completed the Goldsmith Music Sophistication 

Index (Gold-MSI, Müllensiefen et al., 2014), a 39-item self-report 

scale assessing the multifactorial construct of individual musical 

ability including five subscales in a hierarchical factor structure (active 

musical engagement, perceptual abilities, musical training, singing 

abilities, and emotional engagement with music) and one general 

factor (general musical sophistication, GMS; Müllensiefen et al., 2014). 

The GMS index is the mean of a diverse range of 18 items chosen from 

all five Gold-MSI subscales, with a pronounced majority of items from 

the musical training and the singing abilities subscales. The GMS 

was also found to correlate highly with self-reported music training 

(Müllensiefen et al., 2014). 

Initially developed for use with adults, the factor structure and 

internal reliability of the Gold-MSI have been replicated for its German 

translation by Schaal et al. (2014) and validated for use with secondary 

school pupils in a large German sample of 11–19-year-olds (Fiedler 

& Müllensiefen, 2015). The Gold-MSI was translated into Italian with 

the method of the back translation (similar to the method described in 

Lin et al., 2021): two parallel translations were carried out and the two 

versions of the same test, translated from English to Italian and from 

Italian to English, were then compared by a native speaker. 

The Concurrent Musical Activities Questionnaire (CCM, 

Müllensiefen et al., 2015) was also used to measure the level of musical 

engagement. The CCM is a self-report inventory developed based on 

data on the range of musical activities of secondary school students. 

It assesses the degree of active music making carried out over the 

previous three months, providing a snapshot of the current amount of 

musical activity, differently from Gold-MSI which aims to cover longer 

periods. The CCM consists of five binary items asking about musical 

activities like playing with friends or on special events, playing in an 

orchestra/band and current group and/or individual music lessons, as 

well as two rating scale items that collect information on the current 

amount of music practice per day and the current total amount of 

music activities per week (including rehearsals and classes). From the 

responses to these items, an overall score is then obtained, indicating 

the degree of concurrent musical activities.

The BMRQ was administered on an online form which can 

be accessed through a link, while both Gold-MSI and CCM were 

administered through a specific online platform implemented by the 

LongGold group (see https://longgold.org/tests/). 

Procedure
Data collection took place inside the school buildings, and the whole 

process was guided by the experimenters. The questionnaires were 

administered during class hours for a total duration of two hours 

after prior agreements with principals and teachers. As this study was 

part of a larger project, further tests were administered in addition to 

BMRQ and Gold-MSI. The battery of tests was split into two parts 

and administered in two sessions on two different days, generally at 

a distance of 2 or 3 days according to the availability of the classes 

and to the school timetable. This was done in order to avoid cognitive 

overload and fatigue possibly hindering the performance. 

The first round of data collection involved 324 participants and took 

place mostly in December 2021. Only a small group attending second 

and third years of middle school was tested in January 2022. For the 

second round, data were collected after 5 months, in the second half 

of May 2022, and 337 children participated. Finally, the same second 

and third grade participants were last tested between April and June 

2023. The three measurement times are referred to as Time 1, Time 

2, and Time 3. The first administration cannot be considered as a pre-

test. Due to logistical difficulties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

the first testing session was carried out in December 2021, when MC 

students had already undergone three months of music training. 
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DATA ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed using the Jamovi software (version 

2.4, 2023; Epskamp, 2017; Kerby, 2014; R Core Team, 2021; Rosseel 

et al., 2018). A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed 

using the SEMLj package (Gallucci & Jentschke, 2021), while the 

GAMLj package (Gallucci, 2019) was used to perform a mixed-models 

analysis. The ESCI module for Jamovi (Cumming & Calin-Jageman, 

2016) was employed to estimate effect sizes. 

First of all, as there is no validated version of the BMRQ for Italian 

preadolescents, a multigroup CFA was performed. The aim was 

to test if a relationship exists between the five dimensions and their 

underlying constructs and to compare the results across the three 

time measurements. To conduct this comparison, we carried out the 

chi-square difference (Δχ2) test between two models with and without 

constraints, where obtaining a statistically nonsignificant value 

indicated invariance. 

In addition, we considered other measures like the ratio of the 

change in χ2 to the change in degrees of freedom between the two models 

(Δχ2/∆df) where a value of ≤ 5 indicated invariance, and the difference in 

root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and comparative fit 

index (CFI) values, where a difference of ≤ 0.015 and ≤ .01, respectively, 

indicated invariance (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002).

Subsequently, the variability measures for CCM scores were 

computed to verify whether the amount of musical engagement 

measured with the CCM inventory was suitable to be used as an 

independent variable. 

Given the positive results of these assumption checks, Welch's tests 

and independent-samples t tests were performed to verify whether 

there are differences already at Time 1 on the GMS and BMRQ in 

the first graders, which would depend on the pre-selection of the MC 

students. The same was verified between students with a higher or 

lower amount of current music training, again in relation to the GMS 

and BMRQ. After that, we tested our main hypothesis on the impact of 

music training on general music reward and its subscales. 

To this purpose, we performed two series of six mixed-models for 

general music reward and for each one of the five BMRQ subscales used 

as dependent variables: musical seeking, emotion evocation, mood 

regulation, sensory-motor, and social rewards. The two series of mixed 

models were identical except for a single major difference in the fixed 

factor setup. We defined the mixed models by setting time, group (in the 

first series), or CCM (in the second series), and gender as fixed factors. 

The aim was to test the hypothesis predicting significant differences 

between the categories of students (MC compared to SC students and 

students with high compared to those with low levels of current music 

training). At the same time, we aimed to carry out an analysis within the 

sample over time using the starting GMS scores as a covariate. 

As regards clustering (grouping) variables, in addition to the 

importance of interindividual variability, we selected schools, due to 

their diverse backgrounds, and also classes. A nested model was created 

by modeling random intercepts for each student, nested in each class, 

nested in each school. We used likelihood ratio tests to obtain p values 

for the mixed effect model coefficients that are the default in Jamovi 

and the underlying lmer()-function in R. Moreover, Jamovi uses the R 

formulation of random effects as implemented by the lme4 R package 

(Bates et al., 2015). 

Finally, post hoc analyses were carried out with the statistically 

significant results, and Bonferroni correction was used to account for 

false positives deriving from multiple comparisons. 

RESULTS

Our Italian version of BMRQ administered to children was confirmed 

comparable with the original version (Mas-Herrero et al., 2012) by 

a CFA showing good fit indices with the original five-factor model: 

χ2(480) = 876.33, p < 0001, CFI = 0.89, TLI = 0.87, RMSEA = 0.08, 

95% CI [0.07, 0.08]. Item correlation coefficients were greater than 0.3 

in Time 1, 2, and 3 (see Figure 1 and the Supplementary Materials). 

To verify whether the factor loadings of the items were the same 

across the time points, measurement invariance was tested using the 

chi-square difference (Δχ2) test. The model with constrained loadings, 

χ2 (510) = 909,94, was found to not be statistically significantly different 

from the model without equality constraints, χ2 (480) = 876.33; Δχ2 

= 31.63, Δdf = 30, p = .38, indicating invariance between model 

comparison. Moreover, results from other tests such as Δχ2/Δdf  = 

1.12, ΔRMSEA = - 0.01 and ΔCFI = 0 also indicated invariance (see the 

Supplementary Materials). 

After verifying the validity of the Italian version of the BMRQ, 

we tested whether it made sense to use the CCM as an independent 

variable. First, we looked at the amount of musical activities carried 

out by both MC and SC students. In Table 1B, descriptives for groups 

crossed with the current music training amount over time are reported, 

showing the majority of MC students as the most engaged in musical 

activities in all the three time points. However, a small group of SC 

students was found to be highly engaged in musical activities. We 

then realized that the mere distinction into groups was not sufficient 

as an explanatory music training variable. After that, we looked at the 

descriptives for CCM scores and its variability measures (i.e. variance, 

range, interquartile range, and SD) of students from both curricula 

over the three measurement points. These descriptives are summarized 

in Tables 2A and 2B, and Figure 2. In general, a certain degree of 

variability was found for the groups and across the three time points as 

variances and SDs were far from 0. Hence, it appeared plausible to use 

the CCM as an independent variable. In the current analysis, CCM was 

treated as a categorical variable divided into two levels: high and low 

music engagement level, situated above and below the median value of 

the distribution (2.20), respectively. For the CCM, scores for a total of 

17 participants were found to be missing in the dataset.

The BMRQ descriptives for the different curricula and CCM 

levels are reported in Tables 3A and 3B, showing a general advantage 

in almost all dimensions for the MC group and for those students 

with a high current amount of music training. Four outliers were 

removed from the dataset through the interquartile range (IQR, i.e., 
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observations that fall below Q1 − 1.5 IQR or above Q3 + 1.5 IQR here 

were identified as outliers).

Subsequently, Welch's test revealed a statistically significant starting 

difference between the MC and SC groups in the GMS, as assessed 

by the general Gold-MSI score in first graders at Time 1: t(79.7) = 

4.22; p < .001. The statistically significant result turned out to be in 

favor of the MC group given its higher mean score (4.33) than the SC 

group (3.64). The same applied for CCM, as a statistically significant 

difference was found already at Time 1 between 1st graders with high 

and low amounts of training in the GMS: t(54.7) = −5.32; p < .001. 

The related mean scores revealed the advantage of the high CCM level 

(4.56) compared to the low level (3.67). For this reason, we decided to 

use the GMS scores as covariate in the following analyses. 

Moreover, an independent-samples t test revealed the absence of 

group differences at Time 1 in first graders for general music reward 

and the BMRQ subscales except for social reward: t(84.0) = −2.10; p = 

.039. Between the two CCM levels, a statistically significant difference 

was found for musical seeking, t(81.0) = −3.05; p = .003, and social 

reward t(81.0) = −2.16; p = .034. In general, both the MC group and 

the high CCM level were the categories exhibiting the highest scores 

(see Tables 4A and 4B).

For testing the effects of music curriculum and amount of music 

training on music reward, we used two series of mixed models whose 

main effects are summarized in Table 5. Fixed effects parameter 

estimates and estimated marginal means, as well as additional 

analyses and the assumption of normality of residuals verified 

with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test are available in the 

Supplementary Materials. 

The Omnibus F test from the first series of mixed models, including 

curricula among the fixed factors, showed no statistically significant 

differences between the MC and SC groups except for the sensory-

motor subscale. As reported by estimated marginal means, the 

sensory-motor subscale was the only one where SC students scored 

higher. For mood regulation, a statistically significant decrease was 

found over time. 

Omnibus F test results from the second series of mixed models, 

including CCM among the fixed factors, showed social reward to be 

the only subscale with significant CCM × Time interaction effects (see 

Figure 3): F = 3.39; df = 323.20; p = .035. In order to confirm the nature 

and direction of the statistically significant interaction effect obtained, 

a simple effect analysis within the same model was performed. 

The Omnibus F test (see Table 6A) showed a statistically significant 

FIGURE 1.

Correlation coefficients in confirmatory factor analysis (Time 3) to test the original BMRQ five-factor model developed by Mas-Herrero 
et al. (2012). Coefficients for Time 1 and Time 2 are available in the supplementary information. MS = musical seeking; EE = emotion 
evocation; MR = mood regulation; SM = sensory-motor; SR = social reward.
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increase only for the high CCM level over time (F = 5.11; df = 297.96; 

p = .007) and parameter estimates (see Table 6B) showed statistically 

significant effects in the comparison between Time 2 and Time 1 as 

well as between Time 3 and Time 1. 

Cohen’s d (indicated as ds) related to the effect on social reward of 

group and CCM levels intersected with the time variable are reported 

in the Supplementary Material. A small-medium effect size was found 

for the high CCM level over 5 months (0.32) and over one year and 

a half (0.28). For the low CCM level, the effect sizes were almost null 

for both time intervals of 5 months (0.02) and 18 months (-0.05). As 

regards the group variable, small effects were found for both MC (0.20) 

and SC (0.17) groups over 5 months. Over a period of 18 months, a 

medium effect was found for the MC group (0.33) and a small effect 

for the SC group (0.09). All mean differences, interval, and effect 

estimates, as well as plots of the effects of CCM and group intersected 

with time are also available in the Supplementary Materials.

In addition, other statistically significant results were found for 

gender on the social reward subscale (see Table 5). Both from the first 

and second series of mixed models, strong results arose for musical 

seeking, emotional evocation, sensory-motor and general music 

reward. Moreover, a statistically significant interaction effect of CCM 

× gender was found for musical seeking (F =5.09; df = 402.631; p = 

0.025). All gender results (summarized in Figure 4) showed girls to 

have higher BMRQ scores compared to boys.

After applying the Bonferroni correction to the common 

significance level of α = 0.05 (i.e. 0.05/6 = 0.00833), the effect of 

group in sensory-motor, for CCM in social reward, and for gender in 

emotional evocation, sensory-motor, and general music reward stayed 

statistically significant (see Table 5). Post hoc pairwise comparisons 

with Bonferroni correction (see the Supplementary Materials) revealed 

a significant difference between girls and boys with high CCM level in 

favor of females and, for social reward, several statistically significant 

differences between the two CCM levels at all three measurement 

points, once again in favor of the higher level.

DISCUSSION

The aim of the current study was to evaluate the relationship between 

music training and music reward in preadolescent children either 

following or not following music curricular activities in middle 

school. In addition, the effects on music reward deriving from the 

children's actual amount of musical engagement in and out of school 

were also tested regardless of their school curriculum. The additional 

analyses with musical engagement and concurrent musical activities 

as a predictor were performed due to the differences among the 

curricular music courses in terms of instrument features and degree 

of commitment and orchestral practices required. Also, a few students 

enrolled in the SC curriculum showed to be  highly engaged in musical 

activities in their leisure time.

An Italian version of the BMRQ (Mas-Herrero et al., 2012), 

validated with a CFA, was employed to investigate possible differences 

between the two groups of children (MC vs. SC) and between those 

with a higher or lower level of musical engagement, measured with 

the CCM (Müllensiefen et al., 2015). At the same time, longitudinal 

analyses were carried out over three measurement points from the 

same children within a total period of one year and a half. 

Furthermore, we controlled for initial differences in musical 

background of participants through the Gold-MSI GMS index score 

(Müllensiefen et al., 2014). This was done because a starting difference 

was found between the groups in GMS, probably related to the 

preselection through aptitude tests into the MC. The same starting 

difference was found between the two CCM groups in favor of the 

higher level, possibly because almost all students highly involved in 

musical activities were enrolled in the MC.

Variable M Mdn s Minimum Maximum 25th 
percentile

75th 
percentile N Missing

CCM 2.18 2.20 2.46 −2.54 8.71 0.42 3.87 409 17

TABLE 2A.  
Overview for the Concurrent Musical Activities Variable

Note. M = mean; Mdn = median; s = standard deviation of the sample.

Group Time n Missing M (SD) Median Variance IQR Range 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile
MC 1 77 5 3.13 (1.99) 2.83 3.97 2.40 10.26 1.77 2.83 4.17

2 77 5 3.16 (2.05) 3.09 4.18 2.60 8.79 1.77 3.09 4.37
3 80 2 3.94 (1.68) 3.99 2.83 2.10 8.29 2.83 3.99 4.93

SC 1 58 2 0.30 (1.90) 0.11 3.61 2.61 7.98 −1.2 0.11 1.41
2 59 1 1.02 (1.98) 0.84 3.91 2.83 8.81 −0.4 0.84 2.42
3 58 2 0.21 (2.24) 0.01 5.02 2.85 9.91 −1.4 0.01 1.46

TABLE 2B.  
Variability Measures of CCM Scores for Groups and Over the Three Measurement Points

Note. MC = music curriculum; SC = standard curriculum.
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FIGURE 2.

Concurrent musical activities (CCM) score variability for groups and over the measurement points. MC = music curriculum; SC = stan-
dard curriculum.

Group Time Musical seeking Emotional evocation Mood regulation Sensory motor Social reward Music reward
MC 1 47.93 (11.5) 39.83 (16.4) 49.55 (12.9) 40.67 (13.9) 47.55 (10.8) 42.64 (12.9)
 2 48.60 (11.0) 39.33 (17.4) 45.80 (13.5) 41.22 (12.4) 49.53 (10.3) 42.07 (12.9)
 3 48.77 (10.6) 41.23 (15.0) 46.55 (11.9) 42.58 (12.5) 51.54 (11.7) 43.84 (12.3)
SC 1 45.03 (12.6) 38.27 (17.2) 46.08 (15.2) 42.47 (12.9) 42.28 (11.0) 39.63 (14.6)
 2 44.97 (12.8) 36.02 (20.0) 43.77 (15.6) 40.95 (14.4) 43.17 (12.1) 37.88 (17.1)
 3 46.62 (12.6) 38.33 (19.2) 47.35 (14.5) 42.77 (13.3) 43.27 (11.2) 40.68 (15.4)

TABLE 3A.  
Mean (SD) for General Music Reward and BMRQ Subscales at Three Different Time Points Grouped by Music Curriculum (MC) and 
Standard Curriculum (SC)

Note. Time 1 = December 2021; Time 2 = May 2022; Time 3 = April- June, 2023.

CCM Time Musical seeking Emotional evocation Mood regulation Sensory motor Social reward Music reward
Low 1 42.78 (12.2) 36.31 (16.5) 45.95 (15.3) 40.96 (12.9) 42.21 (10.6) 37.88 (13.4)
 2 44.32 (12.5) 35.86 (19.1) 42.12 (15.4) 39.26 (13.5) 41.64 (10.7) 36.32 (15.7)
 3 45.45 (11.8) 36.80 (18.5) 46.03 (15.1) 41.42 (13.2) 41.80 (11.1) 38.75 (14.7)
High 1 51.56 (9.7) 41.90 (17.2) 50.32 (12.1) 42.76 (14.3) 49.75 (10.6) 45.64 (13.5)
 2 50.19 (10.7) 40.53 (17.9) 48.53 (12.8) 43.84 (12.7) 53.00 (9.5) 45.31 (12.9)
 3 49.53 (11.0) 43.05 (15.2) 47.82 (15.2) 43.57 (12.6) 52.90 (11.1) 45.63 (12.5)

TABLE 3B.  
Mean (SD) for General Music Reward and BMRQ Subscales at Three Different Time Points Grouped by Levels of Amount of Music 
Training (CCM)

Note. Time 1 = December 2021; Time 2 = May 2022; Time 3 = April- June, 2023.
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Statistic df p Group M SD
Musical seeking Student’s t 1.30 84.00 .196 MC 46.00 11.83
 Welch's t 1.30 83.53 .196 SC 42.79 10.98
Emotional evocation Student’s t 1.39 84.00 .169 MC 39.44 17.08
 Welch's t 1.39 83.56 .169 SC 34.51 15.89
Mood regulation Student’s t 1.64 84.00 .105 MC 49.72 12.61
 Welch's t 1.64 80.78 .106 SC 44.74 15.44
Sensory motor Student’s t 0.34 84.00 .731 MC 42.23 13.43
 Welch's t 0.34 83.83 .731 SC 41.26 12.85
Social reward Student’s t 2.10 84.00 .039 MC 46.00 11.10
 Welch's t 2.10 83.50 .039 SC 41.16 10.27
Music reward Student’s t 1.98 84.00 .051 MC 42.16 12.52
 Welch's t 1.98 83.98 .051 SC 36.77 12.70
GMS Student's t 4.23 83.00 < .001 MC 4.33 0.81

Welch's t 4.22 79.75 < .001 SC 3.64 0.68

TABLE 4A.  
Independent Samples t Test and Welch’s Test for General Music Sophistication, General Music Reward and Subscales in First Graders 
(Group)

Note. HaμMC ≠ μSC MC = music curriculum; SC = standard curriculum.

Statistic df p CCM M SD
Musical seeking Student’s t −3.05 81.00 .003 Low 41.67 11.50
 Welch's t −3.18 64.31 .002 High 49.41 10.07
Emotional evocation Student’s t −1.28 81.00 .204 Low 34.87 15.22
 Welch's t −1.20 47.33 .238 High 39.79 19.15
Mood regulation Student’s t −0.55 81.00 .587 Low 46.35 15.21
 Welch's t −0.57 65.58 .569 High 48.17 13.00
Sensory motor Student’s t −0.46 81.00 .644 Low 41.33 12.23
 Welch's t −0.44 50.00 .660 High 42.72 14.38
Social reward Student’s t −2.16 81.00 .034 Low 41.80 10.56
 Welch's t −2.14 56.51 .036 High 47.07 10.75
Music reward Student’s t −1.98 81.00 .051 Low 37.26 11.79
 Welch's t −1.86 48.48 .069 High 43.07 14.40
GMS Student's t −5.42 81.00 < .001 Low 3.67 0.70

Welch's t −5.32 54.71 < .001 High 4.56 0.74

TABLE 4B.  
Independent Samples t Test and Welch’s Test for General Music Sophistication, General Music Reward and Subscales in First Graders 
(Concurrent Musical Activities, CCM)

Note. HaμMC ≠ μSC

We used a back-translated Italian version of the BMRQ 

questionnaire for children which turned out to be interpreted in a 

similar manner by respondents in all three measurement points. 

Only one previous study was conducted with this scale in school-age 

children, showing relevant differences with adult participants in the 

relation between musical reward sensitivity and empathy (Carraturo et 

al., 2022). To our knowledge, no other study investigated this construct 

in a preadolescent population. Moreover, the BMRQ, while being 

increasingly adopted in music psychology and neuroscience research 

(cf., e.g., Ferreri & Rodriguez-Fornells, 2017; Ferreri et al., 2019; 

Ferreri, Mas-Herrero et al., 2021; Martínez-Molina et al., 2016), still 

lacks validation in the Italian language. Considering the main role of 

BMRQ scores in modulating participants' behavior in music cognition 

tasks, our study contributes to the Italian validation, thus promoting its 

administration to the Italian population.

Our findings did not show any differences among groups in 

terms of general individual sensitivity to music reward (i.e., general 

musical hedonia BMRQ score). However, and interestingly, we 

found that the social reward subscale of the BMRQ had the most 

statistically significant results, even when controlling for pre-existing 

individual differences in GMS. For this subscale, a strong difference 

arose between CCM groups in favor of the high level, which stayed 
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Model 1 (Group) Model 2 (CCM) F Num df Den df p
Social reward Gender 4.88 1 142.06 .029

Gender 4.55 1 145.63 .035
CCM 12.42 1 398.76 <.001*

     CCM X Time 3.39 2 323.20 .035
Emotional evocation Gender 17.42 1 140.34 <.001*

Gender 15.95 1 142.39 <.001*
Mood regulation Time 3.21 2 278.34 .042
Sensory-motor Group 5.36 1 141.72 .022

Gender 15.41 1 141.39 <.001*
     Gender 15.96 1 143.04 <.001*

General music reward Gender 20.40 1 141.82 <.001*
     Gender 19.41 1 143.786 <.001*

Musical seeking Gender 4.81 1 136.52 <.030
Gender 4.34 1 137.83 .039

CCM X Gender 4.81 1 391.07 .029

TABLE 5.  
Fixed Effects Omnibus Test

Note. Satterthwaite method for degrees of freedom. The reported results come from two series of six mixed models, one of them including Group, Time and Gender 

as fixed factors and the second one including the amount of music training (CCM), Time and Gender as fixed factors. p values marked with * stayed significant after 

Bonferroni correction. Statistically insignificant results are reported in the Supplementary Materials.

Moderator levels
CCM F Num df Den df p

Low 0.31 2.00 292.51 .736
High 5.11 2.00 297.96 .007

TABLE 6A.  
Simple Effects of Time: Omnibus Tests

Note. CCM = Concurrent musical activities.

Moderator levels
CCM Contrast Estimate SE 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper df t p
Low 2022 - 2021 −0.99 1.39 −3.73 1.75 300.02 −0.71 .479

2023 - 2021 −0.05 1.44 −2.90 2.79 292.51 −0.04 .970
High 2022 - 2021 4.10 1.52 1.11 7.09 306.44 2.70 .007

2023 - 2021 4.28 1.45 1.42 7.13 297.96 2.95 .003

TABLE 6B.  
Simple effects of Time: Parameter Estimates

Note. Simple effects are estimated keeping constant other independent variable(s) in the modelCCM = Concurrent musical activities.

statistically significant even after Bonferroni correction. Moreover, the 

strongest result was the significant growth for those highly engaged in 

music activities after only five months from the first data collection, a 

result that remained stable after one year and a half. 

Likewise, gender results for sensory-motor, emotional evocation, 

and general music reward turned out to be strong with girls in all cases 

scoring higher than boys. Another statistically significant interaction 

of CCM × Gender was found for musical seeking. That is, girls with 

higher engagement in musical activities showed higher scores on the 

musical seeking subscale.

Taken together, our results support the hypotheses that musical 

training in preadolescence can affect specific facets of the musical 

reward experience, in our case, the social one. Indeed, the main 

findings distinguishing children with a higher and lower amount 

of time spent in individual and collective music training were 

concentrated on the social reward subscale of BMRQ. Of course, given 

the initial difference in social reward between the groups, it is possible 

that the predisposition to enjoy social experiences may be an incentive 

for engaging in musical activities. However, no statistically significant 

interactions of CCM × time were found for the other subscales, 
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FIGURE 3.

Social reward grows significantly over time for those carrying out a higher amount of music training measured with the Concurrent Mu-
sical Activities Questionnaire (CCM), while the growth over time was found to be nonsignificant for the two groups. Error bars indicate 
standard error of the mean. MC = music curriculum; SC = standard curriculum.

FIGURE 4.

Significant differences between genders for emotional evocation, social reward, sensory-motor and general music reward (a) and sig-
nificant CCM x gender interaction effects for musical seeking (b). Error bars indicate standard error of themean.
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meaning that music training allows only the social facet of reward to 

grow over time.

Even musical seeking, that is, the motivational aspect of musical 

reward we had initially assumed to be stronger in the MC group and 

in the high CCM group, turned out to be statistically significant only 

when considering the interaction with gender. A possible justifying 

reason for this result may lie in the fact that preadolescents generally 

do not own money to spend on items or activities related to music, 

nor the independence to go to concerts unless they are accompanied 

by parents. This should be addressed in future studies through the 

exploration of other variables including the sociodemographic 

conditions and the musical background of the children’s families. In 

addition, it is important to consider that within the two-year period 

2020-2021 the COVID-19 pandemic caused the call-off of most 

cultural events and music performances (Denk et al., 2022). 

Sensory-motor was the only subscale where SC children exhibited 

higher scores. This could partly be linked to the curricular feature of 

music training: music middle school training is a proper curricular 

subject, evaluated like all other school subjects, that requires hours of 

study and sufficient preparation to pass the exams. By consequence, 

MC children would be more likely to conceive of music as a subject 

of study rather than as a reason to have fun. Such a conclusion is 

consistent with previous findings revealing that expert musicians show 

a more negative correlation with music conceived of as entertainment 

or a leisure activity (Juniu et al., 1996; Saarikallio et al., 2013).

Children enrolled in the MC are, for the greatest part, those who 

are most engaged in both individual and collective musical activities. 

In fact, in addition to the individual lessons, music curriculum as 

conceived in music middle schools offers the possibility to regularly 

practice music in small groups or in an orchestra, and students are also 

provided with numerous opportunities to perform publicly in concerts, 

competitions, and school plays. Hence, MC children have an effective 

and continuous chance for social connection with their peers, and so, 

practicing music constitutes a way to connect with others’ interests and 

create interpersonal bidirectional exchanges.

However, it is possible that, due to specific features of the various 

music courses and instruments, MC students are not required to 

provide the same level of effort or of engagement in collective activities. 

It was already shown, in fact, that the different musical instruments 

produce different results on the musician’s brain and skills (e.g., 

Burunat et al., 2015; Tervaniemi, 2009). Moreover, some SC students 

independently pursue musical interests outside of school. All this may 

explain why no statistically significant growth in the MC group over 

time was found in the current study. Although scores indicated a trend 

of the curricular music program in fostering social reward, the effect 

was relevant only for those more musically engaged (see Figure 3).

This reflects the need to be careful when defining the music 

training variable, a topic on which the current literature is scarce. 

In our case, the variable that had the strongest predictive power was 

CCM, which includes items asking for the actual amount of training, 

similarly to previous studies (e.g., Bergman Nutley et al., 2014; Fasano 

et al., 2021; Slater et al., 2015; Wesseldijk et al., 2021). The overall effect 

sizes between student categories and over time were, in fact, larger 

when considering CCM as an explanatory variable instead of the 

school curriculum (see the Supplementary Materials). Moreover, CCM 

includes a range of both curricular and informal musical activities. It 

is not surprising, then, to find effects if we consider that other authors 

already suggested that carrying out formal as well as less formal musical 

activities can shape the brain and lead to developing skills (Putkinen et 

al., 2013; Putkinen et al., 2015).

The CCM assesses both the amount of individual and collective 

musical activities currently carried out. It may be difficult to determine 

whether it is the music training alone that influences our results or the 

joint music making, as the two go normally hand in hand. However, it 

would be appropriate to consider these two aspects as interconnected, 

since playing together requires many hours of individual instrumental 

practice. Therefore, more hours of individual study are needed before 

playing in a group, as musicians need to learn how their musical part 

intersects with the others. 
During an ensemble performance, musicians are constantly 

connected to others: it is necessary for a group of musicians, in order 

to play together, to intentionally orient their attention to the other, to 

the intentions and emotions residing in the expressive movements 

inherent of playing an instrument. The collective musical experience is 

characterized by a "shared affective motion experience" built through 

a process of "embodied simulation" allowing the emergence of a real 

empathic act, a sharing and meaningful understanding of what the other 

expresses (Molnar-Szakacs et al., 2011). Indeed, accumulating empirical 

evidence indicates that musical training and joint music making might 

elicit a strong reward in children to music-social experience (see Fasano, 

Brattico et al., 2023), and this distinctive social feature of the musical 

experience may explain, at least partially, our results.

It is known that social and musical processing share some of the 

same brain subsystems which go beyond the sensory and associative 

cortices. An overlap is observed in the auditory cortices, but also 

in posterior temporal multisensory areas, motor cortex, thalamus, 

amygdala, midcingulate cortex, anterior insula, and ventral striatum 

(Nummenmaa et al., 2021). In addition, several studies with both adults 

and children showed that musical beat can stimulate our social brains 

by providing a feeling of synchrony with others (Glowinski et al., 2013; 

Kirschner & Tomasello, 2009; Novembre et al., 2019; Stupacher et al., 

2017; Trainor & Cirelli, 2015; Vesper et al., 2011). A meta-analysis 

by Koelsch (2020) indicated that music, and specifically motor and 

emotional synchronization, causes hippocampal activations not only due 

to cognitive, but rather emotional processes associated with attachment-

related emotions and social bonding. In line with this, another recent 

meta-analysis by Criscuolo et al. (2022) showed significantly larger 

volumes and activity in adult music experts as opposed to nonexperts 

in brain areas related not only to auditory cognition but also to 

interoception and reward, such as the insula and striatum.

Our findings are in line with other authors’ claims about music 

as a way to come into contact with others and be able to engage 

social cognition, involve nonverbal communication skills, foster 

interpersonal coordination and synchronization, and promote group 
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cohesion (Koelsch, 2014; Stark et al., 2018). They also support the 

claim that social involvement is related to transcendental aesthetic 

feelings. This happens because the neurocognitive network involved 

in social cognition, the default mode network, is also involved in 

aesthetic contemplation (Cardona et al., 2022; Cela-Conde et al., 2013; 

Nair et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2016). Furthermore, our findings for social 

reward stand upon prior research demonstrating the significance of the 

social component within the emotional experience related to musical 

activities (Saarikallio et al., 2019). 

In recent times, evidence is accumulating on music’s positive role 

for both men and women. However, music listening was found to 

produce more intense physiological reactions in women and be more 

related to reduction in negative affect and enhancement of positive 

affect in women than men (Gupta & Gupta, 2016). In the current 

study, the results clearly reveal a superior sensitivity to musical reward 

in girls in several reward subdomains and in general music reward, 

consistent with previous evidence on gender-dependent affect (e.g., 

Fuentes-Sánchez et al., 2021). 

These results are in line with other studies showing that women 

reported experiencing a greater degree of emotional arousal than 

men when listening to music (Hernández et al., 2019; Mas-Herrero 

et al., 2012; Mas-Herrero et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021). The higher 

scores reported in this study by preadolescent girls in musical reward 

sensitivity can be considered a striking sign of a more advanced 

maturation by girls typical of the preadolescent age, consistent with the 

literature on the biological, cognitive, and psychosocial gap that occurs 

between preadolescent boys and girls (Duckworth & Seligman, 2006; 

Lenroot & Giedd, 2010; Van der Graaff et al., 2014).

To conclude, social needs appear to be particularly crucial and 

need to be fostered during the sensitive developmental period of 

preadolescence. As is known, the default mode network develops 

substantially between the ages of 10 and 13 (Mars et al., 2012; 

Sherman et al., 2014), and the involvement of this brain circuit is 

related to the importance of music for the formation of self, identity 

and cultural belongingness (Reybrouck et al. 2018). Preadolescents’ 

neural maturation is accompanied by developments in the social 

and cognitive domains, so that they experience a sort of social 

readjustment, becoming more sensitive to social dynamics and peer 

interactions. Thus, it is essential to put an emphasis on social learning 

through a range of activities for the youngest.
Thanks to its capacity to elicit emotions and aesthetic judgments 

in people, art can be one of these activities, as it is a source of aesthetic 

entertainment endowed with multiple values, such as pleasure and 

functionality for life (Shusterman, 2003). Specifically, music can elicit 

an eudaimonic sense of pleasure based, among other things, on feeling 

interconnected (Stark et al., 2018). A fitting example was concretely seen 

during the COVID-19 pandemic, when a wide use of music for virtual 

sharing during the period of isolation brought out the intrinsic social 

feature of music able to regulate stress and strengthen collective resilience 

by providing a good substitute for many of the daily social interactions 

that individuals were lacking (Hansen, 2021; Ferreri, Singer et al., 2021). 

Social contact would be then mediated by the inherent pleasure 

of sharing music-related activities like concerts, music preferences, 

cultural events, and dancing. As an activity involving many social 

interactions, music-making also meets this human need with 

experiences of fulfillment, pleasure, enjoyment, and happiness (Savage 

et al., 2021). This is the reason why music can be so effective in 

promoting social reward during development, as shown by the results 

of the current study.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The current study is subject to several limitations. First, the BMRQ is 

not a questionnaire originally designed for preadolescents: items like 

“I spend quite a bit of money on music and related items'' are clearly 

meant for adults. Nevertheless, the results of the factor analysis showed 

a relationship between the observed variables for the BMRQ's five 

dimensions and the underlying constructs and thus, that BMRQ is 

suitable for the pre-adolescent population. 

Moreover, despite the longitudinal study design, participants were 

not randomly assigned to the conditions. Therefore, GMS appeared 

to be more enhanced in the MC group from the outset. It is known 

that random assignment is particularly important when determining 

the causality of music training as well as the presence of an active 

control group (Tierney & Kraus, 2013). But, in the particular case of 

the current study, random assignment was not ethically nor practically 

conceivable, as it is not possible to control the enrollment of students 

to a school curriculum. However, when adequate randomization is not 

possible, it is essential to determine group equivalence. In the current 

study, children were equally distributed between the conditions. 

Another disturbing element may consist in having arranged two 

out of three data collections at the end of the school year. A student’s 

life is full of stressful moments and challenges to face, and this may 

be even more true in the last part of the school year, when final tests 

and exams are near, and fatigue reaches its peak before the start of 

the summer holidays. This could explain the score decrease in mood 

regulation over time. 

Finally, important variables such as differences between the various 

curricular music courses and leisure time activities of children from 

both groups were not controlled for in the current study. Future 

research on music middle schools should take these variables into 

account to better evaluate the effects of music training carried out at 

school and obtain clearer results when comparing the two curricula.

CONCLUSIONS

In the current study, the statistically significant scores found for social 

reward revealed that those who participate in music training derive 

more pleasure from sharing musical events with other people. Moreover, 

our results seem to suggest the necessity to consider the contribution 

of gender when studying the processing of emotions associated with 

music, in addition to the general construct of music reward. Altogether, 
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these results obtained in a sample with such a varied social background 

make us consider music training as a valuable resource that may foster 

meaningful, positive, and developmentally useful social interactions 

in preadolescence. In addition, music middle school appears to be a 

positive developmental context for preadolescents, but more research 

is needed in order to deepen this topic. To further explore the effect of 

music training, future research involving children should investigate 

the role of intrapersonal factors, such as musical reward sensitivity and 

openness to experience, which was found to be particularly related 

to responsiveness to music. This would help to clarify the role of pre-

existing attitudes for musical reward in the developmental stage and to 

add evidence to the already promising data of this study.
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